Two new approaches for calculating box-counting fractal dimension (FD) estimates for gray-scale images are considered to overcome some of the limitations of the standard box-counting method, which requires setting a threshold in a pre-processing step. They include weighted gray-level box-counting (W-GBC) FD estimator and the probabilistic gray-level box-counting estimator in the image probability space (i. e., probability being proportional to pixel values) of an image (P-GBC-img). They are contrasted against the standard box-counting FD algorithm (BBC) and the probabilistic gray-level box-counting estimator in the intensity probability space (i. e., probability being proportional to the numerosity of a given range of pixel values) (P-GBC-int). A set of nine synthetic images and a set of 686 real gray-level images of tear film interferometry from normal and dry eye subjects were used for the evaluation of the considered estimators. Strong correlation (Pearson's ρ) was found between BBC and W-GBC (ρ = 0.998, p < 0.001) and between BBC and P-GBC-img (ρ = 0.993, p < 0.001) but not between BBC and P-GBC-int (ρ = 0.365, p < 0.001). A good agreement, for both synthetic and real images, between BBC and the other estimators was achieved only for W-GBC, which additionally showed the highest discriminating power among the considered FD estimators (AUC = 0.697 vs the second best BBC with AUC = 0.638). Also, W-GBC is shown to fulfill the conditions for the recursive downsampling and, in consequence, can be implemented in a computationally efficient manner, particularly for large images. Finally, the W-GBC FD estimator achieves superior performance to that of BBC estimator.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are different approaches to calculating fractal dimension (FD) of an image, including the binary box-counting algorithm (BBC) and its differential extensions, the differential box counting algorithm (DBC) [1] , [2] , as well as the multitude of other image fractal descriptors [3] - [17] . However, despite the need for developing a unified approach [18] , there is a continuing interest in developing new estimators of FD and other measures of pixel organization within an image [19] , [20] . For gray-scale images, the classical BBC FD estimator requires a pre-processing step of transforming the image into binary values, where the result depends on the used threshold [21] , [22] . This requirement The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jenny Mahoney. limits the generality of the BBC method to a specifically pre-processed class of input images.
The aim of this work is to develop methods that overcome the limitation of BBC. Following the philosophy of Huang et al. [23] , methods should have the ability of high discriminative power in application in which interferometry is used to non-invasively assess the kinetics of human tear film [24] - [26] .
II. METHODOLOGY A. FRACTAL DIMENSION (FD) ESTIMATION
The FD obtained by box-counting method is called the boxcounting dimension. If the following limits exist, D is the boxcounting (BC) fractal dimension of a set A: where the set is covered entirely by boxes of the size and N is the minimal number of boxes required to provide the coverage. The box-counting dimension is usually estimated numerically from digital image representation of an object by estimating the slope of the line calculated for the log-log scale relationship between N and −1 .
All box-counting-based algorithms involve developing a method for determining N k . = N k for a given k box size (k = 1, 2, . . . ). Thus, as a requirement to describe this relation, a function defining N k is to be given in a form that may be realized in the implementation of an algorithm.
Usually, is interpreted as the size of the box set (e. g., the side length of a hypercube) such that, as in eq. 1, → 0 + . Conversely, in case of numerical estimation of BC-based FD, box is usually interpreted as a rectangle or --specifically and typically -a square that can not converge to zero. The size of the theoretical set-based box is further denoted by whereas the size of the digital image-based finite counterpart is expressed as ε.
B. N ε CALCULATION METHODS REMARK REGARDING THE CONVENTION AND NOTATION
In theoretical descriptions, FDs are usually defined for sets that are infinite. In such cases, the boxes used for BC dimension estimation are their subsets that may be defined as hyperballs or hypercubes. The patterns used to distribute boxes over the object in order to gather data (sometimes called scanning plans) may vary as, e. g., both non-overlapping fixed grid scans and overlapping sliding boxes are used in different versions of the BC algorithm. As algorithms described below are designed to be applied to two-dimensional (2-D) images, the convention described below will be used to provide compact notation.
The object is represented by its (2-D) image matrix consisting of square pixels having values {0, 1} in the case of binary images or in the normalized range of [0, 1] for grayscale images.
The sizes of the images and objects within them, e. g., boxes, are expressed in pixels (px) and the unit name or symbol is omitted to increase clarity of the formulas.
The image is a square matrix of dimensions l × l being a non-negative integer powers of two, i. e., l . = 2 m (m ∈ N 0 ), where m is the image side length binary exponent.
The box having (absolute, i. e., pixel-based) dimensions ε × ε is a square sub-matrix of the image matrix. Note that a geometrical object is defined in an E-dimensional space [27] and in our case, E = 2 as we interpret the 3 rd parameter of the image (i. e., its intensity) not as a dimension but the incidence probability. Note also that in this work the box size is changed in steps enumerated by k (starting from k = 0) and in each step its value is fixed for the whole image. Thus, the box size would be denoted as ε k , but for notation clarity, this is simplified to unindexed symbol ε. Nevertheless, ε value still explicitly depends on k until it is stated otherwise.
The symbol ε can take the value from the following set:
ε ∈ {2 0 , 2 1 , . . . , 2 k , . . . , 2 m } and for k th box grid division, box side length is ε . = 2 k (k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m}), including the 0 th step for a single box encompassing a single pixel. Note that due to boundary effects (caused by the discrete nature of the image matrix being in the theoretical model only an approximation of an infinite set), some of the smallest as well as some of the greatest elements might be omitted, e. g., k ∈ {3, 4, . . . , m−1} may be chosen as the domain of the box grid divisions.
Box pattern is a fixed non-overlapping grid constructed by the iterative box merging in such a way that for any division forming a new step, every new box comprises four boxes of previous stage that are placed in its quarters (until further merging is impossible due to image size or a cut-off threshold is reached) with 0 th stage's box size (that would be denoted as ε 0 in the less compact notation) being equal to one pixel. Thus, for a square image, the 1 st stage's box size (correspondingly, ε 1 ) is of 2 × 2 px etc. until in the last stage (k = m) where a single box encompasses the whole image.
For the purpose of this paper, there is no need to address the individual pixels or boxes by both width and height of their location. For k th division stage, boxes can be unambiguously addressed within the image and pixels within boxes or image. Therefore, unless stated otherwise, the continuous enumeration is used, with left-to-right and top-to-bottom convention starting from the top left entries of box matrix or elements of box grid (but any other unambiguous and complete assignment might be chosen as well); e. g., for i l ε . = 2 m 2 k = 2 m−k and j ε . = 2 k , x i,j,k denotes the value of the j th pixel from the left in the top row of the i th box from the left in the top box row of the image for k th stage of the image box grid division.
By definition, N ε is derived from the image matrix A as a function of the box size of its grid ε, i. e., N ε . = f (A, ε) and for k th box grid division involving ε = ε k this may be denoted as N k . = N ε k . Nonetheless, different methods require their own separate definitions of the f function.
The following symbols -also illustrated in fig. 1 -will be used: 1) for primary (formal) notation:
• A -digital image interpreted as a matrix of size l ×l containing the numerical representation (finite approximation) of a scene containing the object of interest: l, L . = l 2 -dimensions (size) of image A: height equal to width and the total number of pixels, respectively;
ing size ε × ε constructed by iterative merging of quarters described above)i th box of the size ε . = 2 k within the box grid imposed on the image A:
-total number of ε-size boxes required to constitute grid coverage of the image A; this includes boxes without any non-zero pixel, i. e., the parts of image grid partitioning that do not overlay the object area and in turn are not counted into the N ε value; thus, 0 N ε b k ;
; j = 1, 2, . . . ; ε 2 = 2 2k )j th pixel within i th box (B i,k ) of the grid of ε-sized boxes for k th box grid division -being the j th entry in the vectorized box matrix vec(B i,k ):
where vec(·) denotes the matrix vectorization operator (using left-to-right and top-to-bottom or other convention, as mentioned above); 2) for equivalent downsampling-based notation 1 :
= A) -a matrix of size l k × l k in which, for a specific ε value, one pixel represents the value obtained from one ε-sized box from the primary notation's A matrix and counted into N k during BC procedure:
= 2 2(m−k) --dimensions (size) of image A k : height equal to width and total number of pixels (i. e., of corresponding ε-sized box grid elements in A), respectively;
• x i,k (i = 1, 2, . . . , L k )i th pixel of A k (for k th box grid division); image A needs to be downsampled in such a way that the value of the x i,k pixel of A k 1 Useful for implementation of the recursive image downsampling procedure that increases the computational efficiency of BBC algorithm and some of the W-GBC algorithm variants, cf. sec. II-E. would be the same as the contribution of the corresponding i th ε-sized box (B i,k ) of A to N k .
C. BINARY IMAGES -BOX-COUNTING (BBC) ALGORITHM
Basic box-counting algorithm can be applied only to binary images as it regards only the presence of the object (or lack of it) within a given box and does not consider its intensity (or weight, probability, etc.). This is a basic BC algorithm that involves grid partitioning of the image. Counted are those box grid elements that include non-zero pixels.
This convention is suitable for formal theoretical purposes:
where matrix operator any(·) returns zero for a null matrix and one otherwise (i. e., when matrix contains at least one non-zero entry). Specifically, if matrix A represents an image where background pixels have zero value, any (A) would return one if and only if the image contains at least one object pixel.
D. GRAYSCALE IMAGES
Developing a method that utilizes the grayscale in its core and not only during the pre-processing stage may be beneficial as it may extract more useful information from the image that otherwise would be permanently lost due to binarization. This additional information may be useful at further stages, e. g., for improving an image classifier constructed upon the estimated FD values. One of the popular approaches to estimating FD from grayscale images is the DBC algorithm of Sarkar and Chaudhuri [1] , [2] .
PROBABILISTIC GRAYSCALE BOX-COUNTING (P-GBC)
This variant arises upon the image interpretation stating that its intensity represents the local irradiance (or, more specifically, CCD-photoactive flux) of the light-wave. This quantity directly corresponds to the incidence probability of a photon path and imaging unit (pixel) area of the image plane. Such probabilistic approach may be further extended to the utilization of probability-based image descriptors, e. g., information (Shannon's entropy) [28] , [29] , which is elaborated below. This convention for probabilistic GBC variant (P-GBC) is suitable for formal theoretical purposes:
where H r (B i,k ) denotes image entropy of the i th ε k -sized box with base-r logarithm and, specifically, H r (·)
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Image-Probability-Space-Based Entropy
In case of utilization of the image-probability-spacebased variant of P-GBC (P-GBC-img) with probability being directly proportional to pixel values, image entropy (H r, img. (·)) and photon-pixel incidence probability (p img. (·)) definitions are defined by eq. (5):
where typically r = 2 (or, e. g., r = e, r = 10 etc.) and p img. (·) is the local (box-wise) photon-pixel incidence probability:
Intensity-Probability-Space-Based Entropy
In case of intensity-probability-space-based P-GBC variant (P-GBC-int) with probability being proportional to the numerousness of given range of pixel values, image entropy and histogram bin probability definitions are to be exchanged from eq. (5) to these stated by eq. (6):
where s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , S ∈ N >0 } is the number of the gray level bin (interval) b i,k,s of total S possible bins uniformly distributed in the image intensity probability space, while p int. (·) is the local probability associated with a given bin of the (box-wise) histogram:
This variant uses different ways of averaging pixel intensity values in the box (including a special case of the maximumbased average). The averaged box intensity value constitutes a weight counted as its contribution to the cumulative N ε value. Such approach arises upon the statement that the significance of a box encompassing a part of the object may depend greatly on the most intense entry within that box. This value may be obtained using the max(·) operator that is a special case of the generalized mean (also called power or Hölder mean) operator defined in eq. (7) . Furthermore, conclusion may be drawn that the definition of this variant of BC-based FD estimator may be generalized to utilize other power mean cases in its sub-variants. This convention is suitable for formal theoretical purposes:
where µ p (B i,k ) denotes the Hölder mean with exponent p of the i th ε-sized box:
and:
where -in a typical case -the choice for p may be such that p = +∞ (when generalized mean returns maximum intensity value within a box) -this variant was chosen to be used throughout the experiment as it tended to yield, in the majority of cases, the best results during preliminarily research. Note that for binary images, W-GBC reduces to BBC in case of p = +∞. Alternatively, p might be chosen as p = 2 (quadratic mean related to energy-like image intensity distribution parameters), p = 3 (cubic mean related to asymmetry-like image intensity distribution parameters) or other -possibly non-integer -values.
E. DOWNSAMPLING-BASED DEFINITIONS
The downsampling-based notation convention is suitable for practical implementation of the algorithms as its application may improve computational complexity by reducing the number of arithmetical operations to be performed for some of them. This may be achieved by performing calculations for subsequent steps k of box sizes (ε . = ε k ) not by directly processing the input image A, but rather by exploiting the data already obtained in previous steps. Then, the main analyzed object is an image A k−1 (with A 0 . = A) that for k 2 comprises 2 2(k−1) times fewer pixels to process than the original image matrix A and thus may be analyzed in an adequately shorter time. Such kind of approach is called recursive downsampling technique.
For all BC variants:
where
= b k is the number of pixels x i,k within the image A k equal to the number of boxes B i,k within the image A and g(·) is a (box-wise) downsampling function operating on the boxes of A to generate A k . When the recursive downsampling variant is to be applied, g operates on the boxes of A k−1 instead.
1) IMPORTANCE
The motivation for downsampling-based definitions was the search for a compact design of the mathematical apparatus used. This means that it shall not incorporate the details of the downsampling procedure itself, as that would substantially complicate the formal notation. On the other hand, the equivalent definitions based on downsampling process are useful from a practical point of view.
NOTATION
The image matrix division into boxes might be started from the single-pixel boxes which are then recursively merged into major (larger) boxes further on. If that is the case, sometimes A k+1 image matrix can be calculated by downsampling not only directly from A, but also from A k , depending on the properties of internal downsampling function.
Lemma 1: Unambiguous boxes to sub-boxes mapping: If for a k th step (k 1) that is feasible (k m ∈ N 0 ) the quarters merging method (described above) applies:
then the set of sub-boxes indices from step k:
where i 1 (i), i 2 (i), i 3 (i) and i 4 (i) denote indices of four subboxes of box B i,k , exhibits one-to-one correspondence to the set of basic boxes for step k − 1:
{i : i = 1, 2, . . . , b k−1 .} Proof: By definition, every box B i,k of the image A to be used in step k is a square matrix that might be fully reconstructed from its four non-overlapping sub-matrices (that also are square). Moreover, these sub-boxes constitute the basic boxes for the previous step (k − 1). As the subboxes set from current step and matrices set from previous step are not multisets and are the same set, every element of the former corresponds unambiguously to an element in the latter and likewise are their indices.
Furthermore, when taken into account continuous enumeration of boxes within grid fixed upon image that uses left-toright and top-to-bottom convention, it might be shown that for step k there is an explicit formula transforming indices of four sub-boxes of B i,k (i = 1, 2, . . . , b k ) to indices of their box counterparts in step k − 1:
where ind k−1 (·) denotes the index of a box in previous (k − 1) th step that corresponds to a sub-box in current k th step and ÷ denotes integer division operator. Theorem 1:Downsamplingandrecursiveidempotence: The necessary and sufficient condition for the recursive downsampling to be employed is that the image downsampling function g(·) has the property of being recursively idempotent, in the sense that for four square matrices B i s ,k (s ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}) of identical size:
Proof: For a feasible step k 1, there is, by definition (q.v. eq.(8)):
Using quarters merging method there is:
The assumption of recursive idempotence of downsampling function g(·) implies that:
By definition again:
where x ·,k−1 belongs to A k−1 , i. e., the matrix downsampled in previous (k − 1 th ) step.
From eqs. (12)-(15):
Lemma 1 implies that i 1 (i), i 2 (i), i 3 (i) and i 4 (i) depend only on i, k and m. For a given input image A, its side length binary exponent m is fixed. Additionally, only FD estimation procedures that utilize single downsampling function g(·) are considered. Therefore, for a given image and specific FD estimation method, any entry x i,k of downsampled matrix A k can be derived only on the basis of the elements of A k−1 and current iteration number k. In this context, also k may be considered as redundant, because it can be inferred directly from A k−1 side length l k and m, as l k−1 . = 2 m−k+1 . Thus, matrix A k can be reconstructed in such a recursive way based solely upon A k−1 :
where h(·) is some matrix function. The number of boxes counted in k th step can be calculated directly from downsampled image matrix A k (q.v. eq. (12)). This matrix can be calculated in a recursive manner, i. e., by exploiting the result (A k−1 ) of the previous step alone: without referring to the input image A (q.v. eq. (17)), if and only if the downsampling function is recursively idempotent (q.v. eq. (14)). Therefore, recursive idempotence of the downsampling function is the necessary and sufficient condition for utilization of the recursive downsampling technique.
Example 1 Recursive downsampling function: This may be illustrated by the simple example of g . = max:
).
In a case of downsampling procedure exploiting the recursive idempotence property, the total number of arithmetic operations to be performed is significantly decreased and thus are the processor load and computation time. The main cause behind it are the very few operations needed for the final steps with larger k values (as k gets closer to m for subsequent downsampling operations) effecting in few, yet large, boxes and low resolution downsampled images. Similarly, the amount of memory needed for processing is lower in final stages, nevertheless this does not improve the global memory complexity of the algorithm which is predominantly determined by the first stage since it involves the largest image matrices.
Returning to current developments, function any(·) together with the power mean function µ p (·) for p ∈ {−∞, 0, 1, +∞} both exhibit the recursive idempotence. Conversely, entropy function H r (·) does not posseses this attribute. Thus, image downscaling routine might be performed in an efficient recursive manner for the BBC algorithm and for four types of W-GBC algorithm, i. e., minimum-and maximum-based, along with these involving geometric and arithmetic means.
COMPUTATIONAL OVERHEAD REDUCTION IN RECURSIVE DOWNSAMPLING
Assuming complete review of image matrix during N k calculation and no cut-offs of extreme k values, the total number n 1 (m) of matrix entries to be iterated through without recursive downsampling technique is the number of entries in input image matrix: L . = l 2 = 2 2m times the number of iterations: m + 1 (as k is iterated from 0 to m):
alternatively, in terms of input image side length l . = l(m) . = 2 m :
Conversely, the number n 2 (m) of entries in analogous situation, but with recursive downsampling applied, is reduced in a way that the first step (k = 0) is the same (i. e., full input image matrix is used), but in each of the following steps matrix is downsampled that quarters the number of its entries with respect to a previous step: L k . = l 2 k = 2 2(m−k) :
or equivalently, in terms of l:
From eqs. (18) and (19) the ratio n r (m) of the former to the latter, i. e., relative computational gain provided by employing recursive downsampling extension, is:
and -as above -in terms of l:
It may be shown that lim m→+∞ n r (m) m = 1 4 and lim m→+∞ (n r (m) − 1 4 m) = 1 4 . Therefore, the ratio function has right-hand-side oblique asymptote n ra (m) given by:
or in terms of l:
Eqs. (20) and (21) demonstrate that the computational advantage of applying recursive downsampling increases with input image size. That increase is linear with respect to binary exponent m of input image side length and thus is logarithmic with respect to the image side length l . = 2 m . Fig. 2 depicts plots of n 1 (l) and n 2 (l) in log-log scale for m = 0, 1, . . . , 7. Note that only n 2 (l) has (oblique) asymptote in log-log plot due to fact that n 1 (l) grows too fast.
Moreover, as it was mentioned , the primary notation is more formally complete and also more compact. Notwithstanding, their downsampling-based counterparts tend to be easily implemented. For example, due to fact FIGURE 2. The numbers of matrix entries to be reviewed by max-based W-GBC algorithm The numbers of matrix entries to be reviewed by max-based W-GBC algorithm implementations -without (n 1 (l )) and with (n 2 (l )) the recursive downsampling technique applied -as a function of the side length l of the input image A.
that the first parts of (8) remains identical for BBC as well as P-GBC and W-GBC variant there is no need to substitute the main box-counting routine. Hence, such an implementation of the FD estimator would be readily switched between different BC sub-methods (i. e., choose the procedure assessing box contribution to N k ) as it would be possible to achieve this functionality by only exchanging the internal downsampling methods.
BBC
For binary images the number N k of boxes that are counted as covering the object is calculated using the following downsampling function:
= any(·).
The downsampled image matrix A k is obtained from A or A k−1 (in case of recursive downsampling for k > 0). This is performed in such a way that any of the pixels x i,k of A k contains a value equal to the contribution of the corresponding box B i,k of A to N k .
In case of binary images with a zero value for the background and the value of one for the object, operator any(·) may be equivalently substituted by its max(·) counterpart.
P-GBC
For the probabilistic variant of the method utilizing grayscale images the number N k of boxes that are counted as covering the object is calculated in an identical manner to the case of the BBC:
W-GBC
The weighted variant of the method utilizing grayscale images the number N k of boxes that are counted as covering the object is calculated analogically:
Particularly, in the case of W-GBC with appropriate sizes of the image and the boxes, eqs. (8) and (24) can be implemented in an efficient manner by keeping the image matrix form during the calculations. This can be performed over the whole matrix without division into individual blocks representing single boxes. Let p ∈ R =0 and the image be of the l × l size, where l = εl k (ε, l k ∈ N >0 ). Then, A k may be derived from A as follows:
where A k has dimensions l k × l k , C k has l k × εl k = l k × 2 k l k , A •p has εl k ×εl k = 2 k l k ×2 k l k and C k T has εl k ×l k = 2 k l k × l k while (·) •p denotes p th Hadamard (also known as Schur or entrywise) power whereas:
because ε . = 2 k and:
This may be simplified to:
III. RESULTS
A set of nine synthetic test images was used as depicted by the three top rows of fig. 3 . Images shown in the two top rows are of size 250×250 px, while the three variants of Sierpinski's triangles depicted in the third row are of size 3535 × 3535 px. Additionally, a set of generated images using authors' implementation of the rescale-and-add method proposed by Saupe [30] with FD ranging from one to two in steps of 0.05 and three levels of lacunarity [31] ( √ 2, two and four) was used. Fig. 4 presents the results of FD estimation performed on these synthetic fractal images.
Following experiments on the simulated interference data, the real data consisting of 686 gray-level interferometric images -originally of size 720 × 576 px from which square central parts of size 512 × 512 px have been extracted as inputs -of human tear film acquired in an in-vivo manner were added to the test set. Included were 479 interferograms of healthy subjects along with 207 affected with dry eye syndrome (DES). Subjects were assessed for DES using standard clinical measures independently of the interferometry imaging. Three exemplary cases are depicted in the bottom row of fig. 3 . Table 1 presents detailed values of FD estimates calculated for the test images presented in fig. 3 . Image enumeration starts from the top left and increases from left to right and from top to bottom. The results have been obtained FIGURE 3. A set of twelve synthetic images along with three examples of real interference data used for testing fractal dimension estimation algorithms. Third row shows Sierpinski's triangles, left to right: binarized one, grayscale one (generated by downscaling much larger binary image) and complement of the grayscale one (expected to have fractal dimension equal to two as complement of Sierpinski's set contains large solid background and triangles of topological dimension equal to two that dominate the box counting result). Fourth row: exemplary grayscale visualizations of two-variable random fractal functions of size 512 × 512 px generated using authors' implementation of the rescale-and-add method with lacunarity parameter r = 2 and FD, left to right: D = 1.50, 1.75, 2.00. Bottom row, left to right: negligible, moderate and significant levels of pattern disruption.
using BBC, P-GBC-img, P-GBC-int, W-GBC and DBC methods.
High statistically significant correlation was found between BBC and W-GBC (Pearson's ρ = 0.998, p < 0.001) and between BBC and P-GBC-img (ρ = 0.993, p < 0.001) but not between BBC and P-GBC-int (ρ = 0.365, p < 0.001) -cf. figs. 5, and 6 where black, blue and red marks denote data from synthetic, normal and DES subjects, respectively. Also, a good agreement, for both synthetic and real images, between BBC and the other estimators was achieved only for W-GBC. These results indicate that the proposed estimators of FD provide agreeable outcomes to the traditional BBC. Worth noting is that W-GBC is computationally more efficient than BBC whereas P-GBC has the ability to interpret an image in a probabilistic way.
The discriminative powers of FD estimators were also evaluated. For this, the results of each considered FD estimator for the images from healthy subjects were contrasted against their corresponding FD estimators for the images from DES group. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were evaluated using kernel density estimators and the areas under the curves (AUCs) were estimated. Fig. 7 shows the results for BBC (AUC = 63.8%) and W-GBC (AUC = 69.7%), the two FD estimators that achieved the highest discriminating power. For P-GBC-img and for P-GBC-int the discriminating powers were not satisfactory, achieving AUCs of 51.3% and 53.4%, respectively.
These discrimination results indicate that FD-based classification of DES is feasible. This is of particular interest in cases where spectral information in interferometry images is no longer of use (i. e., when deteriorating quality of tear film substantially affects the fringe pattern). Table 2 shows computation times measured for three classes of synthetic fractal images generated using Dietmar Saupe's rescale-and-add method (as depicted in the fourth row of fig. 3 ) of size 512×512 px. Time measurements were averaged over D values ranging from one to two in steps of 0.05 (i. e., the same D vector as used in fig. 4 ). Fig. 8 shows computation times measured for rescaleand-add-based fractal images as well as for Gaussian noise images. Depicted in semi-logarithmic scale are lowest computation times among a number of iterations equal to 1000 for l = 32 px, 316 for l = 64 px, and 100 afterwards. In the right-hand-side end of the figure, about k = 15.6, 15.7, it may be noticed that W-GBC in its basic variant (W-GBC-max) overruns the DBC's speed of computation, and the DBC algorithm is referenced to in literature as efficient and fast [1] . W-GBC-max utilizes the max operator which is a special case of a generalized mean with an infinite exponent p = +∞. Such special case was implemented in MATLAB environment using blockproc function, and other cases with finite exponents can be implemented in a more efficient way using two-time multiplication of image matrix by vector. An example of such efficient implementation being significantly faster than both DBC and W-GBCmax especially for smaller images is shown in the figure as W-GBC-avg. It utilizes a case of generalized mean with exponent p = 1, i. e., arithmetic mean, but as long as the exponent is finite, it may be set to virtually any value without a significant impact on procedure's computational overhead. Therefore, a fine approximation of W-GBC-max may be implemented using this improved efficiency approach to achieve computation times about two orders of magnitude faster than DBC for image side lengths up to at least l = 2048.
IV. CONCLUSION
The mathematical notation used in primary definitions is more compact in a sense that it does not involve the downsampling process that would substantially complicate the formal notation. However, by using proper downsampling implementation exploiting the recursive idempotence property, a substantial drop in computational complexity might be achieved. Thus, the recursive downsampling technique and theorem 1 relating to it may be indicated as an important innovation to the methodology of BC calculation.
The study shows that entropy based on intensity fails to adequately represent the FD for the set of real interference images. The proposed W-GBC FD estimator achieves superior performance to that of the BBC estimator, not only in terms of computational efficiency, but also with respect to differentiating interferometry images of tear film of normal subjects from DES-affected ones, for which the amount of the useful information that can be extracted from the spectral content is limited. Also, W-GBC FD estimator overcomes the requirement for setting a particular threshold level in the preprocessing step. Those developments indicate that the choice of a FD estimator may need to be tailored to a particular application, particularly when computational efficiency of an estimator is of interest or the difficulty in setting the threshold level for the box-counting FD estimator is encountered (e. g., when the variability of the image background is high or the contrast of analyzed images is low).
It is worth noting that off-the-shelf techniques, each having its advantages and limitations, for estimating the fractal dimension of an image may not always provide satisfactory results when FD-based classification is considered. Hence, each application involving certain class of images need to be carefully considered.
